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Iran and China have finally signed a long anticipated agreement that paves the way for a 

comprehensive economic and security partnership that  is supposed to  bring billions of 

dollars of investments in Iran’s energy sector and vastly expand Chinese presence in banking, 

telecommunications, ports and railways among  other projects. Worrying as that may be for 

the US, the deal has other troubling elements, related to military cooperation and includes  

joint training and exercises, joint research and weapons development and intelligence 

sharing. While this strategic partnership  represents a major blow to the Trump 

administration’s aggressive policy toward Iran, it also will be one of the most significant 

foreign policy challenge for the new US Administration. The current negotiations with Iran to 

return to the JCPOA deal and the redefinition of President Biden’s policy  towards the 

Middle East will have to consider the impact of the new Chinese policy in the region.  

Regardless of its strategic implications, the signature of this deal has obscured the full extent 

of the regional tour of China’s Foreign Minister Wang Yi, who wrapped up a week-long trip 

that saw him visit six countries: Saudi Arabia, Turkey, Iran, the United Arab Emirates, 

Oman, and Bahrain. During the meeting with the Saudi Crown Prince, a five point regional 

security plan was announced <https://www.arabnews.com/node/1831976> , calling on 

countries in the region to  achieve nuclear non-proliferation, jointly foster collective security, 

and accelerate development cooperatio. Far less publicized, Wang’s visit to the UAE had 

some significant results that show the complex and multilayered web of relationships among 

China and the countries of the Gulf. UAE has been working discreetly for three years  in 

building its own strategic relationship  with China. The deal signed between Sinopharm 

Group and the UAE’s G42 to create  a joint venture to produce the Covid vaccine underlines 

how deep the relationship has grown. 

Understanding of the implications of the deal with Iran is of critical importance to avoid 

jumping into a confrontational spiral fed by conspiracy theories or underestimating its long 

term repercussions.  Some US pundits regard this agreement as proof that the ultimate 

objective of the Chinese leadership is to replace the US as the global hegemon, or at least 

challenge its strategic objective to retain absolute strategic primacy as declared in its 

National Security Strategy. To put things in perspective, as John Fulton writes,  Iran 

partnerships must be understood as a framework for cooperation rather than a set of 

commitments. When asked about the agreement during his press briefing, Foreign Ministry 

spokesman Zhao Lijian described it as  a plan   charting course for long-term cooperation. 

Until now, Beijing has tried to avoid directly challenging US policies in the Middle East. 

While supporting multilateral efforts to preserve the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action 

(JCPOA), President Xi has refrained from crossing the red lines of the US maximum 

pressure campaign against Iran. All the evidence to date suggested that the Chinese were 

averse to getting drawn into the region’s conflicts, preferring to support stability and the 

security of international energy supplies guaranteed by the US. All this has been called into 

question by the strategic partnership agreement announced by China and Iran.  

 

 The reactions to the announcement of this agreement in Iran and China deserve attention, 

because none has been particularly enthusiastic about the deal, raising questions about how 
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tactical the whole operation is. Iran is more transparent and less homogeneous than China, 

and  there is  an internal debate within the circles of power about this agreement, fuelled by 

intense Iranian nationalism and short term political calculations related to the incoming 

presidential elections. Some groups, including former president Ahmadinejad, have 

compared this to the 1828 agreement that surrendered a large part of the South Caucasus to 

the Russian Empire.China has also taken a peculiar standpoint, downplaying the 

significance of the deal, insisting that it is just an ordinary standard agreement with a 

friendly country. It is one of the few times in recent years of Xi’s presidency that he has 

reverted to Deng Xiaoping’s principle of “hide your capabilities and bide your time”. In 

any case, judging by traditional Chinese practice, as compared with more aggressive recent 

foreign policy moves, we can deduce that the agreement is really important, since otherwise 

it would have been used for propaganda purposes. 

 

In his recent collection of essays, evocatively titled The return of the world of Marco Polo, 

Robert Kaplan focuses on the re-emergence of Eurasia as a key strategic concept. He 

considers that the geopolitics of our time will be defined by the new and fierce competition 

among the different actors reincarnating the ancient empires of the past and the heirs of the 

post-colonial order, namely, China, the US, Iran, Russia, Turkey and the EU. This rivalry 

will be fought out in a space integrated by globalisation, technology and geography, where 

trade, transport and conflict bring all these powerful forces together.  Beijing has put the 

integration of trade and transport infrastructure across this supercontinent at the heart of a 

new strategic vision. Besides its declared objectives, there is an additional geopolitical 

advantage in eluding its dependency on the international sea lanes that are vulnerable to 

possible blockades by the US or any other hostile maritime power at the chokepoints of the 

straits of Malacca, Ormuz or Bab el Mandab. 

  

The new inland Silk Road, and in particular the branch running through Iran, is at the centre 

of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI), a general framework of international cooperation that 

President Xi presented at the beginning of his mandate in 2013. The name chosen for this 

economic corridor connecting China to Europe has strong historical connotations and refers 

to the Golden Age when China was at the centre of world trade..The initial objectives 

focused on promoting connectivity and coordinating development initiatives across the 

Eurasian countries. As is often the case with Chinese policies, while the long-term strategic 

goals are clear, its practical definition and implementation is rather lax and flexible, and 

both its geographic scope and content has evolved in line with Chinese interests.  

  

Besides contributing to the deployment of all sorts of transportation and energy-related 

infrastructure, the BRI has gradually come to incorporate other activities such as 

agriculture, construction, tourism, manufacturing, financial integration, and cultural, 

scientific and technological exchanges. The latest development has been a Digital Silk 

Road, incorporating telecommunications, cloud storage and computing and, especially, 

security and individual recognition systems. From the perspective of China, the investment 

along the trade routes reduces the costs of transportation and creates new markets, while 

investment in energy would secure a stable supply.  

  

The same logic as applies to physical infrastructure can be easily extended to 

telecommunications and IT. In fact, Chinese telecommunications providers are already 

investing in different kinds of cloud infrastructure and IT solutions in Asia, rapidly gaining 

ground on the traditional suppliers, mostly US companies. It makes perfect sense for 

Chinese companies to use this new digital infrastructure linked to the BRI. The logical 
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conclusion would be for companies operating in the countries participating in the BRI to 

use Chinese communication systems, such as 5G, their cloud services and artificial 

intelligence solutions. 

   

Following the logic of the arguments explained above, in 2018 China embarked on a 

“Digital Silk Road” that was to be an extension of the BRI, including mobile 

communications, 5G, quantum computing, nanotechnology, artificial intelligence, big data, 

blockchain, cloud computing and satellite navigation. The proposal to interested countries 

includes building digital infrastructure and developing Chinese-style internet security 

systems to protect national cyberspace from foreign interference. According to the Chinese 

vision, the ultimate objective would be to build a community with a shared destiny in 

cyberspace. 

    

 Could an alternative commercial and financial  system be set up  as part of the creation of a 

China dominated economic space that would challenge US financial hegemony? Such a 

development, connected with the technological decoupling aggressively pushed by the US 

in recent years would dramatically change the existing international multilateral system.  In 

this context, it is worth taking a look at the declarations of the chief economist of the Bank 

of China, arguing in favour of using different international payment systems from the ones 

now in place. The development of blockchain technology by China could be part of this 

alternative to existing international financial transactions.Since 2019, China has currency 

swap agreements with 20 countries integrated in the BRI and is arguing in favour of 

the Cross-Border Interbank Payment System (CIPS), a system that China developed as an 

alternative to the widely used Belgium-based SWIFT international interbank payment 

system, controlled by the US. At the moment, these alternatives are unlikely to replace the 

existing arrangements and in fact China’s PBOC has just signed an agreement with SWIFT 

to improve cross- border payment stability. 

 

 China is  well aware that no world power has come out unscathed of meddling in the 

conflicts of the Middle East and that it has to tread a fine line between the Persian, Arab 

and Turkish worlds, and even Israel. Note that, from 2005 to 2018, Chinese companies 

have invested less in Iran than in Saudi Arabia or the UAE and as much as in Egypt. 

Nevertheless, China is in no hurry and considers that time is on its side. This is another 

recurrent idea in President´s Xi’s narrative: the multipolarity of the new international 

system, where the US will not be able to impose its hegemony and where China will have 

the opportunity to exert its leadership, albeit not necessarily as a global hegemon. I think 

what this agreement really means is an opening move in a long chess game and much will 

depend on the way Washington reacts to it. The initial tactical objectives for both Iran and 

China to hedge their negotiating cards with the new US administration cannot hide that this 

agreement heralds a new world polyarchy in which connectivity and Artificial Intelligence 

will define power as much as financial and military muscle. Established and ascending 

powers , among which Iran, Turkey, Russia or the Gulf countries ,will define their policies 

according to how the US  and the EU, now minus the UK, address the challenges of  

globalization in a unstable multilateral system with multiple non state actors and 

diminished state sovereignty.  
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